Spatial and temporal divergence of the torquatus species group of the subterranean rodent *Ctenomys*
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**Abstract**

Subterranean rodents of the genus *Ctenomys* have experienced an explosive radiation and rapidly colonized the southern cone of South America. The torquatus group, one of the main groups of the genus, comprises several species and species complexes which inhabit the eastern part of the distribution of *Ctenomys* including southern Brazil, northern and central Uruguay and north-eastern Argentina. This group has undergone a high chromosomal diversification with diploid numbers varying from 41 to 70. The aim of this study was to investigate the origins of the torquatus group as well as its diversification patterns in relation to geography and cladogenesis. Based on mitochondrial cytochrome \(b\) nucleotide sequences we conducted a Bayesian multi-calibrated relaxed clock analysis to estimate the ages of the torquatus group and its main lineages. Using the estimated evolutionary rate we performed a continuous phylogeographic analysis, using a relaxed random walk model to reconstruct the geographic diffusion of the torquatus group in a temporal frame. The torquatus group originated during the early Pleistocene between 1.25 and 2.32 million years from the present in a region that includes the northwest of Uruguay and the southeast of the Brazilian state of Río Grande do Sul. Most lineages have dispersed early towards their present distribution areas going through subsequent range expansions in the last 800,000 – 700,000 years. *Ctenomys torquatus* went through a rapid range expansion for the last 200,000 years, becoming the most widespread species of the group. The colonization of the Corrientes and Entre Ríos Argentinean provinces supposes at least two crossing events across the Uruguay River between 1.0 and 0.5 million years before the present, in the context of a cold and dry paleoenvironment. The resulting temporal and geographic frame enables the comprehension of the incidence of both, the amplitude of distribution areas and divergence times into the patterns of chromosomal diversification found in the group.
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**Introduction**

Temporal and spatial frameworks are crucial to acquire a comprehensive scenario of species evolution. Theory and methods for estimating phylogenetic divergence times and connecting historical processes in evolution with spatial distributions have undergone profound changes during the last decade. Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods offer a statistical framework to estimate parameters combining the information provided by the data with prior knowledge supplied by the researcher, integrating simultaneously many models over parameter uncertainty (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). Phylogenies and divergence times can be estimated in the face of uncertainty in evolutionary rates and calibration times (Drummond et al., 2006). In molecular dating analysis the number of calibrated nodes, their relative position and the way in which uncertainty is modelled could be determinant issues in resulting estimations (Ho and Phillips, 2009 and references therein). In this sense, it is well accepted that
relying on as many calibrated nodes as possible is ideal to obtain accurately estimated divergence times (Hug and Roger, 2007; Ho and Phillips, 2009; Lukoschek et al., 2012; Bibi, 2013; Soares and Schrago, 2015). Bayesian MCMC methods also enable the simultaneous reconstruction of evolutionary and geographic history, accounting for phylogenetic, demographic and geographic uncertainty, under stochastic process-driven models that accommodate spatial diffusion in discrete and continuous space (Bloomquist et al., 2010; Lemey et al., 2009, 2010). Geographic origins and dispersal patterns of influenza and rabies viruses (Lemey et al., 2009) but also of modern polar bears (Edwards et al., 2011) as well as of the Agama agama species group of African lizards (Leaché et al., 2016) have been studied employing this approach.

Based on complete cytochrome b (cyt-b) gene sequences, in this study we made use of both approaches to get a more comprehensive scenario of the divergence process of a group of South American subterranean rodents of the genus Ctenomys (tuco-tucos) known as the torquatus group. The torquatus group which inhabits the eastern part of the distribution of the genus comprises at least 12 independent lineages, 8 out of this were described integrally from morphological, chromosomal and genetic points of view, as species. Ctenomys torquatus Lichtenstein, 1830, has the widest geographic range in the group, encompassing an area that spans from the southern half of the state of Río Grande do Sul in Brazil to the northern half of Uruguay (Freitas, 1995; Fernandes et al., 2009). Ctenomys lami Freitas, 2001, and C. minutus Nehring 1887, two closely related species, inhabit sandy fields and dunes in the southeast Brazilian coastal plains (Lopes et al., 2013). Ctenomys ibicuiensis Freitas, Fernandes, Fornel and Roratto, 2012 has a restricted geographic distribution in southern Brazil (Freitas et al., 2012). The C. pearsoni Lessa and Langguth, 1983 complex is distributed along the Uruguayan Atlantic coast (Tomasco and Lessa, 2007) and in the Argentinean Entre Ríos province (Caraballo et al., 2016). The three species C. roigi Contreras, 1988, C. dorbignyi Contreras and Contreras, 1984 and C. perrensi Thomas, 1896, plus four lineages that conform the Corrientes group are distributed in the homonym Argentinean province (Caraballo and Rossi, 2017 and references therein) (Figure 1A).

Divergence times of the major lineages that comprise the speciose genus Ctenomys, have been estimated by Parada and collaborators (2011) on the basis of cyt-b sequences. However, the torquatus group was not completely represented in this study and, with the exception of C. torquatus, whose age has been recently estimated (Roratto et al., 2015), the origin of the main lineages of this highly diverse group has not been dated.

The genus Ctenomys is one of the most chromosomally variable mammals, with diploid numbers (2n) ranging from 10 to 70, and as such, they constitute a model for studying speciation and chromosomal evolution (Cook et al., 1990; Ortells et al., 1990; Reig et al., 1990). Chromosomal variability in the torquatus group includes polymorphisms and polytypisms. Diploid numbers range from 40 to 46 in C. torquatus (Fernandes et al., 2009), from 42 to 58 in C. lami plus C. minutus (Freitas, 2007; Lopes et al., 2013), from 56 to 70 in the case of C. pearsoni complex (Tomasco and Lessa, 2007, and references therein) and from 41 to 70 in the Corrientes group (Caraballo et al., 2015 and references therein). Ctenomys ibicuiensis depicts a unique karyotype with 2n = 50 (Freitas et al., 2012). Studying these lineages within a temporal frame allows inferring the rates of chromosomal change and assessing if karyotypic dynamics show a stable pattern or has experienced accelerations/decelerations along the evolution of this chromosomally diverse group.

The objective of this study was to reconstruct the geographic diffusion of the torquatus group along its evolution. To achieve this goal, we estimated the age of the torquatus group and its main lineages under a Bayesian multi-calibrated relaxed clock analysis. Based on the estimated clock rate, we conducted a Bayesian continuous phylogeographic analysis, using a relaxed random walk model (Lemey et al., 2010). The patterns of chromosomal diversification, as well as the strength of the large Uruguay River as a barrier to dispersal, were discussed under the light of the resulting spatio-temporal frame.

Material and methods

Overall methodology

We conducted a multi-calibrated analysis based on cyt-b sequences from 43 Octodontoidea and 89 Ctenomys representatives available in GenBank. This analysis enabled the age estimation of the torquatus group most recent common ancestor (MRCA) as well as divergence times of the main lineages within the group. The estimated clock rate (and its uncertainty) was used as a prior in a subsequent Bayesian phylogeographical analysis employing a broader
Figure 1A. Species ranges of the torquatus group. The extents of occurrence were retrieved from The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (www.iucnredlist.org). In the case of C. pearsoni, the Entrerrian disjunct populations were added, while in the Corrientes group the colored area reflects the extent of occurrence of all populations of the group (without species distinction). B. Spatio-temporal dynamics of the torquatus group spread. We provide snapshots representing the dispersal pattern for 1.9 Myr (i), 1.4 Myr (ii), 375,000 ybp (iii) and the present (iv). Lines represent MCC phylogeny branches with heights representing branch length. Branch colors are indicative of each differentiated lineage: C. ibicuiensis (blue), C. minutus (red), C. lami (green), Corrientes group (orange), C. pearsoni complex (light blue) and C. torquatus (pink). The uncertainty on the location of each ancestral node is represented by green transparent polygons showing the 80% HPD regions. The maps are based on satellite pictures made available in Google Earth (http://www.earth.google.com). A dynamic visualization of the spatio-temporal reconstruction can be explored in Supplementary file S3.
sampling of the torquatus group populations to infer the evolution of its lineages in space and time.

Sequences were aligned with CLUSTAL X2 (Larkin et al., 2007). We partitioned the cyt-b sequence into 1st+2nd and 3rd codon positions separately. Substitution saturation for each partition was assessed with DAMBE (Xia and Xie, 2001) performing a test introduced by Xia and collaborators (Xia et al., 2003; Xia and Lemey, 2009). To use as priors, we estimated substitution models for each partition with MrModeltest 2.3 (Nylander, 2004).

**Multi-calibrated timetree**

We retrieved nucleotide sequences of the complete (or partial, when not available) cytochrome b (cyt-b) gene from GenBank (Supplementary Table S1) of the Octodontinae subfamily as well as the Abrocomidae, Echimyidae, Myocastoridae and Capromyidae families. Regarding Ctenomys, we included 31 sequences representing the torquatus group and 58 additional sequences comprising more than 50 species of the genus (included in Parada et al., 2011 and references therein). We included representative samples from the torquatus group: one representative of each of the seven main clades of the Corrientes group (Caraballo et al., 2012), 8 sequences from different populations of the C. pearsoni complex (Tomasco and Lessa, 2007; Caraballo et al., 2016), 7 sequences representing the widespread distribution of C. torquatus (Roratto et al., 2015), 4 sequences from each of four localities of C. ibicuiensis (Freitas et al., 2012) and 4 sequences from C. minutus and the only cyt-b sequence available in the Genebank from C. lami (Lopes et al., 2013). The complete multi-calibrated dataset has 132 terminals.

We evaluated the use of 2 sets that differed in the number of fossil calibrations for divergence time estimation. The broadest set included 7 calibrated nodes starting at Octodontoidae and we also tested a subset of 4 calibrated nodes within Octodontidae (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary File S1). Fossil calibrations relied on recent cladistic studies involving both living and fossil taxa (Vucetich et al., 2015; Verzi et al., 2016 and references therein). Supplementary File S1 describes minimum and maximum ages assigned to each calibrated node, with reference to fossil taxa, locality and stratigraphic level, as well as geological age estimates. To account for uncertainty in node calibrations, we applied lognormal priors. Minimum ages were established taking into account the oldest record of the crown group (with acceptance of the majority of cladistic approaches). We applied soft maximum bounds as the rear 5% of the lognormal distribution using dates from the youngest fossil assemblage that did not include fossils belonging to the calibrated group. All calibrated nodes were forced to be monophyletic in the analysis.

We estimated divergence times in BEAST 2.4.4 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) implementing a relaxed lognormal clock model and the Calibrated Birth-Death tree prior (Heled and Drummond, 2014), which accounts for lineages origination and extinction. We ran BEAST on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010) using two different datasets: a) 7 calibrated nodes (nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, see Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary File S1); b) 4 calibrated nodes (nodes D, E, F, G, see Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary File S1). For each dataset we performed two independent runs for 3x10^8 MCMC generations sampling every 30,000 generations, with a burnin of 25% and also performed an extra run for each set sampling from the prior. We used Tracer 1.6.0 (Rambaut et al., 2014) to determine posterior distribution convergence which indeed was reached in all runs (marginal distributions between runs were totally overlapped for all parameters; the lower ESS values were 487 and 696 for datasets a and b respectively). Log files and trees were combined using LogCombiner 2.4.4, and trees were summarized with the maximum clade credibility (MCC) option using Tree Annotator 2.4.4 (Bouckaert et al., 2014).

**Bayesian phylogeographical analysis**

We conducted a continuous diffusion analysis of the torquatus group to infer simultaneously the evolutionary history in time and space from molecular sequence data. We implemented the GEO_SPHERE package (Bouckaert, 2016) in BEAST 2.4.4 (Bouckaert et al., 2014), which assumes that taxa migrate through a random walk over a sphere, relaxing the diffusion process by accommodating branch-specific variation in dispersal rates (Lemey et al., 2010). We ran BEAST on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010).

We included 95 cyt-b sequences representing all populations of the torquatus group available in GenBank and a sequence of Ctenomys rionegrensis as outgroup. Sampling locations and geographic coordinates are shown in Supplementary Table 2. We applied random “jittering” (window size 0.01%) to geographical coordinates to avoid possible conflicts derived from using different sequences from identical sampling sites.
We used a clock rate prior, based on the maximum and minimum values of the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) of rates estimated for internal nodes of the torquatus group in the multi-calibrated analysis: 0.0049 – 0.0349 substitutions per site per million years (s/s/My) (Mean: 0.017 s/s/My). A lognormal clock and a Coalescent Bayesian Skyline tree prior were set in the analysis. Two independent runs for 4x10⁸ MCMC generations sampling every 40,000 generations, with a burnin of 25% were performed. Convergence diagnostics were carried out using Tracer 1.6.0, log files were combined using LogCombiner 2.4.4 and MCC trees were annotated with TreeAnnotator 2.4.4. To achieve convergence we set a maximum bound of 2.0 for the standard deviation of the geographic diffusion prior (R. Bouckaert, personal communication).

To provide a spatial projection, we used SPREAD 1.0.6 (Bielejec et al., 2011) to convert the MCC tree, inferred 80% HPD node locations and mean node heights into a keyhole markup language (KML) file. Supplementary File S3 contains the resulting interactive visualization.

Rates of chromosomal variability
We took into account chromosomal rearrangements that modify diploid and/or fundamental numbers caused by Robertsonian fusions/fissions and/or pericentric inversions. To do so, we defined the macrostructural karyotypic diversification (mKD) within a lineage as the number of different karyomorphs following Martínez et al. (2016). Microstructural rearrangements require chromosome banding and/or painting techniques to be detected, but these studies are not complete for all members of the torquatus group. The rate of karyotypic diversification for a lineage was calculated dividing the mKD values by its estimated age (obtained through the multi-calibrated timetree analysis). The units for the mKD rate within a lineage are numbers of karyomorphs per million years.

Results
Sequence analysis
No deletions, insertions or stop codons were either observed in the 1140 bp alignment of the 132 sequences encompassing all Ctenomys and the rest of the Octodontoidea representatives, or in the alignment of 95 sequences of the torquatus group. No saturation was revealed by the substitution saturation test implemented for the 1st+2nd codon positions or for the 3rd codon position. Supplementary File S2 lists the number of variable and parsimony informative sites, the results of Xia’s test for substitution saturation and the substitution model estimated by MrModeltest for each dataset and partition.

Multi-calibrated timetree
We recovered phylogenetic relationships among Octodontoidea families congruent with previously published phylogenies (Upham and Patterson, 2012, 2015), as well as among Octodontidae and Octodontinae representatives (Honeycutt et al., 2003; Opazo, 2005; Upham and Patterson, 2012, 2015; Suárez-Villota et al., 2016) (Supplementary Figure S1). Within Ctenomys, we recovered the main 8 groups published by Parada et al. (2011) plus some well supported intergroup relationships (Figure 2): 1) the torquatus group being sister to the (mendocinus, talarum) group; 2) the boliviensis group is sister to the also Bolivian taxa, (C. steinbach, (C. andersoni, C. yatesi, C. erikacuellarae)) (Gardner et al., 2014). With low posterior support (0.66) C. sociabilis results sister to C. tuconax and together with the frater group are basal to the rest of the genus. These intergroup relationships had also been recovered by Roratto et al. (2015).

Within the torquatus group, phylogenetic relationships were recovered in concordance to previous studies (Freitas et al., 2012; Roratto et al., 2015; Caraballo et al., 2016). Namely, the (Corrientes group, C. pearsoni complex), (C. torquatus, (C. minutus, C. lami)), and C. ibicuiensis clades split apart from a basal polytomy (Figure 2). It is worth noting that in the coalescent analysis (Supplementary Figure S2), the basal polytomy is resolved in favour of a basal split of C. ibicuiensis (with 0.66 posterior value).

The timetree of the main clades among Ctenomys and main lineages of the torquatus group under dataset a (7 calibrations) is shown in Figure 2. The two datasets (a: 7 calibrations, b: 4 calibrations) are equivalent in terms of overlapping 95% credibility intervals (Figure 3), although estimations were narrower when using dataset a. In the following part of the study, we consider our estimates obtained with dataset a (7 calibrations) since it yielded more precise dates.

The crown Ctenomys most recent common ancestor (MRCA) appeared at 5.88 million years from the present (Myr) (95% HPD: 4.32–7.54 Myr). The origin of the torquatus group is dated at 1.78 Myr (1.25 –
2.32 Myr). Immediately, two basal splits occurred. At 1.20 - 2.32 Myr, three main clades took origin: the (Corrientes group, C. pearsoni complex) clade, the (C. torquatus, (C. lami, C. minutus)) clade and the C. ibicuiensis clade. The split between the Corrientes group and the C. pearsoni complex is dated to 950,000 years before present (630,000 - 1,290,000 ybp), while the split between C. torquatus and the (C. minutus, C. lami) clade occurred earlier at 1.30 Myr (0.84 - 1.79 Myr). Although C. ibicuiensis is the most basal diverging species, its MRCA is relatively young, being dated to 300,000 (120,000 - 500,000 ybp). The C. torquatus MRCA is dated at 360,000 ybp (180,000 - 540,000 ybp) while (C. minutus, C. lami) MRCA is dated at 760,000 ybp (430,000 - 1,120,000 ybp). The MRCA of the C. pearsoni complex is dated at 615,000 ybp (390,000 - 870,000 ybp) while the Corrientes group MRCA is dated to 630,000 ybp (400,000 – 900,000 ybp) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Timetree showing main lineages within Ctenomys under dataset a. Node bars correspond to 95% credibility intervals. The timescale showing geological epochs is from Gradstein et al. (2008).

Bayesian phylogeographical analysis

Divergence time estimates and phylogenetic relationships of the species and species complexes of the torquatus group were recovered in the coalescent analysis based on 94 sequences representing its geographic and haplotypic diversity (Supplementary Figure S2). Divergence times 95% HPD intervals were larger than those obtained in the multi-calibrated analysis, probably as a result of the use of a broad prior on the clock rate (see Materials and Methods).

A remarkable aspect that emerges from the topological inspection of the tree is that the Entrerrianan populations of Paso Vera and San Joaquín de Miraflores, which had been alleged to belong to C. dorbignyi (Corrientes group) (Argüelles et al., 2001; Bidau, 2015) are allied to the also Entrerrianan population of Médanos, and form part of the C. pearsoni complex confirming our recent findings (Caraballo and Rossi, 2017).
The ancestral location of the torquatus group MRCA and its subsequent spread throughout its territory are shown in Figure 1B (See an interactive phylodynamic reconstruction in Supplementary File S3). The estimated ancestral area of the torquatus group MRCA spans over the western/central northern region of Uruguay and the southern/central region of Rio Grande do Sul state (Brazil), sharing part of the present distribution of *C. torquatus* (but also spanning over the area of occupancy of *C. ibicuiensis*) (Figure 1B.i). At 1.8 Myr, the three basal lineages split, initiating different dispersal routes (Figure 1B.ii). The (*C. pearsoni* complex, Corrientes group) ancestral lineage extended to the west, splitting at around 1.0 Myr, while the coastal (*C. lami, C. minutus*) ancestral lineage dispersed to the east. The lineage leading to *C. ibicuiensis* would have remained within

![Figure 3](image-url)  
*Figure 3.* Divergence time estimations obtained with datasets differing in number of taxa and fossil calibrations. Bars represent 95% highest posterior densities, while dots represent mean values. In the horizontal axis, the legends 7 C and 4 C correspond to 7 calibrated nodes (dataset a) and 4 calibrated nodes (dataset b), respectively, while 1 C are the results obtained by Parada et al. (2011), using 1 calibrated node and partial sampling of Octodontinae and Echimyidae (including Myocastoridae and Capromyidae). The vertical axis is expressed in Million years.
the ancestral area of the group. Between 1.00 - 0.45 Myr, the C. pearsoni complex, the Corrientes group and the (C. minutus, C. lami) clade underwent an augmented cladogenesis accompanied by a range expansion along most of their present territories (Figure 1B.iii). In this period at least two times the Uruguay River must have been crossed by the ancestral tuco-tuco stocks of the Corrientes group and the Entrerrianan representatives of the C. pearsoni complex. Around 300,000 ybp, C. torquatus went through a dramatic range expansion along with a profuse cladogenesis that lasted up to around 40,000 ybp (Figure 1B.iv). The overall range expansion of the torquatus group is also reflected by a Lineages Through Time plot which shows a shift in diversification rate around 780,000 ybp (Supplementary Figure S3).

Rates of chromosomal diversification

As mentioned, differences in karyological diversity are a conspicuous feature of the torquatus group. For instance, C. lami depicts the highest chromosomal variability in the genus (Freitas, 2007); the Corrientes group also shows wide chromosomal differences among its lineages (Caraballo et al., 2015 and references therein). On the other extreme, a unique karyotype was found among the populations of the geographically restricted C. ibicuiensis (Freitas et al., 2012). Chromosomal divergence within each lineage could be biased by the number of sampled individuals and/or populations. However, this is not the case, since, for instance, C. torquatus has the highest number of studied populations (34) (Roratto et al., 2015) although its mKD value is relatively low (4). In the other extreme, 16 neighbouring C. lami demes harbor 26 different karyomorphs (Freitas, 2007) (Figure 4).

The estimation of the ages of the MRCA of each lineage enabled us to assess their rates of chromosomal evolution. Figure 4 shows the mKD values, the MRCA ages and the rates of mKD (along with their uncertainty given by the 95% HPD ranges of the MRCA ages) for the five main lineages of the torquatus group. The clade (Ctenomys minutus, C. lami) and the Corrientes group depict the higher rates of mKD, being 48.7 and 31.7 karyomorphs/Myr, respectively. The C. pearsoni complex and C. torquatus show intermediate values, being 9.8 and 11.1 karyomorphs/Myr. The young C. ibicuiensis with only one karyotype displays, as expected, the minimum rate of mKD (3.3 karyomorphs/Myr).

Discussion

Multi-calibrated timetree

In agreement with both, simulation (Duchêne et al., 2014; Soares and Schrago, 2015) and empirical studies (Bibi, 2013; Zheng and Wiens, 2015), our study confirms that precision in divergence time estimation depends on the number of calibrations. The inclusion of a higher number of calibrated nodes (7 vs 4) in the analysis yielded narrower time estimates confidence intervals (Figure 3). It is worth noting that extra calibrated nodes in dataset a in comparison with dataset b are placed at deeper nodes and that the inclusion of such calibrations is associated with higher divergence time precision values in simulation studies (Mello and Schrago, 2013).

Mean divergence times inferred in this study are congruent with those published in previous studies (Table 1). The most comparable analysis in terms of included taxa and loci was the study of Parada et al. (2011), also based on cyt-b sequences including representatives of all Ctenomys species groups. The main differences between this study and Parada et al. (2011) were the number of calibrated nodes (7 vs 1) and outgroup sampling (9 sequences in Parada et al. 2011 vs 42 sequences in the present study, Supplementary Table S1). Even though our estimates are roughly
equivalent in terms of overlapping credibility intervals to those obtained by Parada et al. (2011), the ranges obtained using 7 calibrations are considerably narrower (Figure 3). As discussed above, these results are congruent since precision in node age estimates is increased mainly by adding more calibrations.

Not only are the estimates obtained with 7 calibrations more precise compared to those obtained with 4 calibrations (this study) and 1 calibration (Parada et al., 2011) but also mean values are different. This difference poses a question about accuracy. We will consider some hints derived from data and results comparison together with results from theoretical approaches. Notably, mean ages take slightly higher values when using 4 compared with 7 calibrated nodes. As mentioned above, higher levels of accuracy are obtained when using multiple calibrated (Bibi, 2013; Duchêne et al., 2014; Soares and Schrago, 2015) and adjacent nodes (Linder et al., 2005), and when these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>This study</th>
<th>Suárez-Villota et al. 2016</th>
<th>Upham &amp; Patterson 2015</th>
<th>Roratto et al. 2015</th>
<th>Upham &amp; Patterson 2012</th>
<th>Parada et al. 2011</th>
<th>Opazo 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crown Octodontoidea</strong></td>
<td>29.30 (27.3-32.48)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.6 (23.1-27.9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.8 (24.8-28.9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.6 (18.2-23.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crown Abrocomidae</strong></td>
<td>10.40 (6.15-14.67)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.4 (7.2-15.0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3 (0-1.8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Octodontoidea-Echimyidae</strong></td>
<td>26.33 (23.13-29.54)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23.6 (21.4-25.8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.3 (24.6-26.7)</td>
<td>23.18 (18.2-28.6)</td>
<td>17.5 (15.3-19.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crown Echimyidae</strong></td>
<td>21.36 (20.6-22.50)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.2 (17.1-19.3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.8 (17.7-20.6)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Octodontoidea</strong></td>
<td>21.35 (15.59-26.69)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.9 (15.7-22.1)</td>
<td>11.17 (10.20-12.13)</td>
<td>19.1 (14.3-23.5)</td>
<td>17.97 (13.5-23.0)</td>
<td>15 (12.9-17.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Octodontinae</strong></td>
<td>10.15 (7.83-12.67)</td>
<td>11.08 (7.25-16.41)</td>
<td>8.8 (7.3-10.4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.0 (6.7-11.6)</td>
<td>12.34 (8.4-16.7)</td>
<td>7.79 (6.29-9.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Octo-Pipa-Tympa</strong></td>
<td>2.63 (2.26-3.06)</td>
<td>6.10 (3.40-9.45)</td>
<td>5.4 *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.28 (2.48-6.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aconaemys-Spalacopus</strong></td>
<td>5.46 (5.07-6.00)</td>
<td>3.23 (2.0-4.8)</td>
<td>3.1 *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.22 (1.57-2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ctenomys</strong></td>
<td>5.88 (4.32-7.54)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.0 (4.6-7.6)</td>
<td>5.64 (4.38-6.98)</td>
<td>4.3 (2.2-7.4)</td>
<td>9.22 (6.44-12.6)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torquatus group</td>
<td>1.78 (1.25-2.32)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.46 (1.6-3.4)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. torquatus</strong></td>
<td>0.36 (0.18-0.54)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24 (0.15-0.37)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clock model</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Uncorrelated Lognormal</th>
<th>Lognormal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Branching rates prior</td>
<td>Birth-Death</td>
<td>Birth-Death</td>
<td>Yule process</td>
<td>Yule process</td>
<td>Yule process</td>
<td>Yule process</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration prior</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>Normal/Lognormal</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>Range (uniform)</td>
<td>Range (uniform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octodontoidea sampling</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of loci</td>
<td>1 (cyt-b)</td>
<td>2 (GHR, 12s rRNA)</td>
<td>5 (cyt-b, GHR, vWF, 12s rRNA, RAGI)</td>
<td>1 (cyt-b)</td>
<td>4 (GHR, vWF, 12s rRNA, RAGI)</td>
<td>1 (cyt-b)</td>
<td>2 (12s rRNA, GHR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Divergence time estimations within Octodontoidea compared among studies. All estimations are expressed as mean divergence times (and confidence intervals) in million years (Myr). Results from this study correspond to the timetree shown in Figure 2. The lower part of the table shows relevant information for analyses comparisons, such as clock model, branching and calibration priors, taxon sampling and number of loci included in each study. Asterisks (*) indicate that only mean ages are informed. The acronym Octo-Tympa-Pipa stands for the MRCA of Octomys, Tymanoctomys and Pipanacoctomys.
calibrations occupy a deep position in the phylogeny (Mello and Schrago, 2013), suggesting that results using dataset a may be the most accurate estimates overall. Furthermore, we remark that increased taxon sampling also improves molecular dating accuracy (Heath et al., 2008; Schulte, 2013; Soares and Schrago, 2015).

**Origin and dispersion of the torquatus group**

The inferred location of the ancestral stock of the torquatus group is placed in north-western Uruguay / south-western Río Grande do Sul state (Brazil) at around 2 Myr (Figure 1B.i). From this stock, lineages leading to *C. pearsoni* complex, the Corrientes group and (*C. minutus, C. lami*) dispersed to non-overlapping distributions, initiating an independent evolutionary path (Figure 1B. ii and iii). In turn, *C. ibicuiensis* and the ancestor of *C. torquatus* remained close to the ancestral location of the group for a long period of time (Figure 1B. ii, iii and iv).

With exception of *C. ibicuiensis* all species and species complexes of the torquatus group have experienced substantial range expansions in the last 800,000 – 700,000 years. As mentioned above, the most dramatic case is the one of *C. torquatus*, which has gone through an explosive cladogenesis accompanied with a considerable range expansion for the last 200,000 years, becoming the most widespread species of the group. These results are in agreement with a fine-scale analysis of the *C. torquatus* populations which indicate a pattern of recent demographic expansion (Roratto et al., 2015). In addition, haplotypic uniqueness of peripheral populations of the species distribution, in contrast to a more widespread and frequent haplotype in the central/north-eastern distribution of *C. torquatus*, suggests that the latter would reflect the ancestral distribution of the species (Roratto et al., 2015). These findings are in congruence with the ancestral location reconstruction presented in this study (Figure 1B, Supplementary File S3).

**The Uruguay River as a barrier**

The Uruguay is the third among the largest rivers of South America. It has its headwaters at tropical Brazilian plateau and flows along 1,838 km from north to south, with a drainage area of about 365,000 km$^2$ (Di Persia et al., 1986). The Uruguay River separates the Argentinean Mesopotamian region from Brazil and Uruguay and probably originated in the Quaternary as a consequence of tectonic movements associated with the elevation of mountains in South Brazil. It is a large river, with an average discharge of 4,500 m$^3$/s, with a minimum width of 30 m at Saltos del Moconá, and a maximum of 12 km at its mouth in the confluence with the Río de la Plata (Di Persia et al., 1986). Its dimensions and flow magnitude make the Uruguay River a putative barrier to gene flow in non-volant mammals. However, the paraphyletic nature of the Argentinean populations from Entre Ríos and Corrientes provinces indicates that tucu-tucos should have been able to cross the Uruguay River at least twice during the colonization of the Argentinean Mesopotamia.

The ability to sporadically disperse across large rivers would be widespread among mammals. In a large-scale analysis based on divergence patterns using cyt-b sequences of several non-volant mammals from the Amazon basin, Patton et al. (2000) found no evidence to support that the Juruá River, one of the main affluent rivers of the Amazon River, would act as an important barrier, suggesting that large rivers could be more likely to be crossed than expected. In a study based on RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA) data, the cricetid rodent *Oligoryzomys* showed no structure at both banks of the Uruguay River at the proximities of the headwater (Mossi et al., 2014), indicating that it would not be acting as a strong barrier to gene flow. Regarding tucu-tucos, the diversification along but not across rivers demonstrated that *C. torquatus* may have been able to cross the also large Ibicuí, Vacacai and Jacuí rivers during a period of dry climate (Roratto et al., 2015). Furthermore, the species *C. rionegrensis* is also distributed at both east and west of the Uruguay River (Ortells et al., 1990; D’Elía et al., 1999) and must have also been able to cross it, which at the present seems to be an unlikely event. However, the strength of these rivers as barriers would not have been constant along time. Indeed, the region that comprises the torquatus group distribution has gone through profound climate changes associated with glacial events occurred during the early and middle Pleistocene (Rabassa et al., 2005; Bossi et al. 2009). The Ensenadan Stage/Age (1.8 – 0.5 Myr, Dunn et al., 2013) had warm and humid climates, between 1.6 and 1.0 Myr, but in phase with the Great Patagonian Glaciation (1.17 – 1.001 Myr), a colder and drier climate developed between 0.98 and 0.5 Myr, as indicated by a steady decrease in plant and faunal content in the stratigraphic record (Bossi et al., 2009). During this period strong oscillations in temperature...
have occurred reaching a relative minimum at 0.78 Myr and an absolute minimum at 0.6 Myr (Bossi et al., 2009). Notably, the crossings through the Uruguay River must have occurred between circa 1 Myr, when the ancestral stock of the C. pearsoni complex, Corrientes group split into two lineages that dispersed differentially, and circa 500,000 Myr, the time when there were established populations in Entre Ríos and Corrientes provinces (Supplementary File S3). Hence, tuco-tucos must have been able to cross the Uruguay River during a cold and dry period when it was weaker in strength as a dispersal barrier.

**Chromosomal diversification**

*Ctenomys* is considered a paradigmatic example of chromosomal evolution among mammals (Reig and Kiblisky, 1969; Reig et al., 1990). Semi-isolated demes, small population sizes, and limited vagility are life history traits that may have facilitated the fixation of chromosomal rearrangements in these rodents (Reig et al., 1990). However, different patterns of chromosomal dynamics could be observed in the species groups of this genus (Cook et al., 1990; Ortells et al., 1990; Massarini et al., 1991; Freitas, 2007). Since ecological and life history features are shared among tuco-tucos, differences in patterns of chromosomal evolution should be explained by intrinsic genome dynamics rather than by ecological traits. Nevertheless, in widespread species with highly structured populations, a higher rate of chromosomal rearrangement fixation would be expected in populations located at extremes of the distribution (Lande, 1985).

As mentioned above, mKD values and its rates differ in one order of magnitude among the 5 lineages of the torquatus group (Figure 4). Chromosomal evolution in *Ctenomys* has been related to differential dynamics (stasis, amplification and/or deletion) of RPCS (repetitive PvuII Ctenomys sequence), its major satellite DNA (Slamovits et al., 2001; Ellingsen et al., 2007) within the genus. It is worth noting that when we quantified RPCS copy number among individuals and populations of the Corrientes group we found differences up to one order of magnitude even within populations (Caraballo et al., 2010). Beyond the mechanism by which RPCS could cause chromosomal rearrangements in each case, extensive deletions, amplifications and re-localizations within the genome would undoubtedly alter chromosome structure.

As mentioned above, it is expected that the amplitude of the geographic range influences the probability of fixation of chromosomal changes. This seems to be the case for the Corrientes group, which has an ample distribution area (Figure 1A). In this group, high chromosomal variability (Caraballo et al., 2015) and profuse RPCS expansions and contractions (Caraballo et al., 2010) co-occurred in a relatively short period of time (0.63 Myr). However, *C. lami* would be an exception: 26 karyotypes are distributed in a restricted area in the coastal region of the southern part of Brazil (Figure 1A). *Ctenomys torquatus* also deserves attention because it depicts a relatively low rate of mkD (Figure 4) albeit being the most widespread species of the group (Figure 1A). Since the recent explosive expansion of the plesiomorphic cytotype (0.20 - 0.35 Myr), only a few new karyotypes resulted fixed in the periphery of its geographical distribution (Roratto et al., 2015, Supplementary File S3). In conclusion, the karyotypic diversity of the torquatus group is the outcome of the interplay of several factors acting at different biological levels: the proneness of the genome to chromosomal rearrangements, the elapsed time since the MRCA, and also the extent of dispersion of each lineage over the territory.

**Concluding remarks**

The present study manifests the importance of integrating spatial, temporal, phylogenetic, and paleoclimatologic dimensions to perform inferences about evolutionary processes. Significant questions about the patterns of dispersal and territorial colonization, cladogenesis and chromosomal diversification could only be interpreted under such a multidimensional scenario.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Log-lineage-through-time plot (LTT plot, full line) describing the dynamics of cladogenesis within the torquatus group over time. The blue shaded area represents the 95% HPD. The black dashed line indicates a shift in diversification rate around 780,000 years before the present.

Supplementary File S1. Detailed justification of minimum and maximum ages assigned to each calibrated node, with reference to fossil taxa, locality and stratigraphic level, as well as geologic age estimates. Each entry begins with the referred clade and its code (matching labeled nodes shown in Supplementary Figure S1), and followed by the lognormal prior’s upper 95% range in Millions years (Myr) and the distribution’s shape parameters (mean, SD) as implemented in BEAST. Each prior was offset to the minimum age of the oldest crown fossil assigned to that clade that has consensus in recent cladistic studies involving both living and fossil Octodontoid taxa (Vucetich et al. 2015, Verzi et al. 2016 and references therein), and a soft maximum age set at the lower 5% of the prior, using dates from the youngest fossil assemblage that did not include fossils belonging to the calibrated group. SALMAs stand for South American Land Mammal Age.

Supplementary File S2. Number of variable and parsimony informative sites, results of Xia’s test for substitution saturation, and substitution model estimated by MrModeltest for each cyt-b dataset and partition.

Supplementary File S3. Dynamic visualization of the spatio-temporal reconstruction of the torquatus group origin and diffusion.